
CHALKBOARD LETTERING

Find out how to make flawless chalkboard lettering with basic skills. Try this tutorial to make chalkboards for weddings,
birthdays, baby showers, and more!.

Then, I simply dip my paint brush in and go. Cotton swabs are also unbelievably helpful to clean around little
details. This might take some time but it will definitely improve the end result. Hello friends! If there are any
errant smudges use a slightly damp thin brush or a damp paper towel to clean them up. I used scissors blades
to sharpen mine. If you fill this in, you will be marked as a spammer. With a pencil, trace the printed design
putting enough pressure to transfer the chalk dust from the paper to the board. In the end, it was something
around 15 hours for drawing on the chalkboard alone. Leave a comment and share them with me! Now, this
next thing was a pretty monumental learning moment for me. I have a chalkboard wall in my kitchen and I am
always changing it. Transfer the Design to the Chalkboard Rub the back of the page with the design with chalk
and place it on the chalkboard chalk dust down. This creates a nice texture and is very forgiving if your lines
are not that perfect. These lines will serve as your guides. It was great fun, I enjoyed hanging out even more at
my local art-house cinema, spending time with the board, some chalk, and beautiful letters. Dinner Menu, and
Bar Menu. For years. Although you can always erase stuff, it still takes a lot of time and effort to fix the
overall layout later. Below is a picture of the 5 ft x 3 ft chalkboard sign. Do you want to learn how to
transform the rest of your room into a space you love? Looking at the end result the left column is too dense. I
frequently write and draw, but I never did it on a big board or anywhere similar. I know, it seems pretty
obvious to do that now, but the idea of doing that just never crossed my mind before! She spent many years
teaching elementary school and middle school science in Knoxville. First of all, take your time. This method
DOES work, but I decided that it would take years to complete my rather long quote this way, so I quickly
abandoned this method. Practice next time you writing your grocery list! Come learn all the tips and tricks!
Silly Courtenay! Using a sharpened chalk, a sponge and a wet cloth gave me the possibility to do this in a very
precise manner as you can see in these examples: After several days of lettering, this was my final result: The
finished hand-lettered chalkboard at Cinema Paradiso Baden What I learned from it It took much longer than I
expected. There is always one mistake.


